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Introduction
Post-Pandemic Edition (2022)
sS

T

his book, which first appeared in 2016, is about the
collapse of work for men in modern America: a continuing calamity that began in the 1960s. Today, in 2022,
American men suffer Depression-era employment rates—
even though they inhabit the wealthiest and most productive
society ever known.
Millions of men in the prime of life languish in a state of
economic inactivity and financial dependence, neither working nor looking for work. Their improbably demeaned straits
are a main feature of a broader landscape of pathologies elsewhere termed the “New Misery.”1 These pathologies have
intensified during the era of Covid.
Covid-19 struck like a meteorite and disrupted the world
we knew in cataclysmic fashion. Now, as a largely vaccinated
America contemplates life after the crisis, a dumbfounding
spectacle confronts us: a nationwide peacetime labor shortage. Businesses everywhere are begging for help while vast
numbers of working-age men (and women) sit on the sidelines, checked out of the workforce (see figure 1).
It seems that in just six years, America has gone from
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Job Openings: Total Nonfarm [JTSJOL], retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/JTSJOL, date accessed: July 20, 2022; figures are seasonally adjusted.

Figure 1. Work Without Men (And Women)
Monthly Job Openings, United States: December 2000–May 2022 (in Thousands)
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“men without work” to “work without men” (and now,
work without women as well). As of this writing, more than
11 million job openings are unfilled.2 For every unemployed
person, two positions stand vacant.3 Job openings so exceed
the ranks of America’s un-working prime-age men (those
twenty-five to fifty-four neither working nor looking for
work) that every member of this idle army could be placed
in a job, and there would still be more than 3.9 million jobs
awaiting candidates.4
Americans have been renowned for their work ethic, but
the future of that work ethic should not be taken for granted.
New trends indicate that the “men without work” affliction
may be spreading to groups previously resistant to it. This
introduction examines some of these perverse new trends as
well as features of the crisis that have maintained dogged
continuity since this book first appeared.

II
At the national level, our country is unimaginably wealthy.
Between 2000 and the end of 2021, nominal net worth for
U.S. households soared by $100 trillion—and $30 trillion
of that surge took place after the beginning of the global
pandemic.5
Divided evenly, year-end 2021’s bounty would mean $1.7
million for a notional family of four.6 Inflation-adjusted private wealth has been growing at an annual rate of almost 3
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percent per capita since the beginning of the century: on pace
for doubling every twenty-four years.7
By this indicator, the economy looks like its remarkable
old postwar self. Unfortunately, America’s “real economy”—
the one producing the goods and services for the national
population—has not been faring nearly as well.
The “new normal” for twenty-first century growth—1
percent per capita per annum—is less than half the earlier
postwar tempo. Despite its rapid snapback from the brief
pandemic plunge, gross domestic product (GDP) in early
2022 was almost $6 trillion smaller than if America had
kept on its 1950-2000 growth path.8 That’s a gap of almost
25 percent, which works out to a shortfall of $14,000 for
every American man, woman, and child. At its anemic new
twenty-first century pace, doubling America’s per capita GDP
would take almost 70 years.
If our GDP performance is disappointing, the employment
record is dismal. Between January 2000 and April 2022,
work rates for Americans twenty and older ratcheted lower
with each new recession.9 Had overall adult work rates held
at the early 2000 levels, an additional 10 million Americans
would be in paid labor today,10 and society would be in a
very different place.11
The dysfunctions of our national economy are the backdrop to the ongoing deterioration in employment profiles of
working prime-age men. There were 63 million of these men
at latest count.12 For all the postwar changes in America’s
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manpower pool, prime-age men still constitute the backbone
of the U.S. labor force. What’s more, it is during these same
prime working ages that men typically form their families
and raise their children—noneconomic functions without
which no society can persist.
Plainly speaking, the United States cannot prosper unless
its prime-age men do.
Between the end of World War II and the mid-1960s, work
rates for prime-age men averaged around 94 percent. In other
words, in any given month, only about 6 percent of prime-age
men lacked paid employment. Then, starting around 1965,
the share of such men with no paid work rose with every
passing decade. Their work rate at the peak of each successive business cycle established a new and lower “floor” than
the one before it. The most recent such bottom was in 2019.
In the first decade of the new century, the average monthly
share of prime-age men with no paid work was more than
twice as high as in the 1960s. The trend has headed fitfully
upward since then. In the 2010s, a monthly average of 16
percent—nearly one in six prime-age men—were earning no
wages. Given the disruption wrought by Covid-19, average
rates of worklessness for prime-age men are even higher thus
far for the 2020s—the highest yet for the postwar era (see
figure 2).
Because America did not regularly collect data on employment before World War II,13 the most reliable yardstick for
the prewar situation comes from the 1940 census. In March
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Source: Bureau of Labor Force Statistics, LNU00000061, LNU03000061 & LNU05000061, https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/srgate, dates accessed: 1965–1975:
June 21, 2016; 1976–2022: July 20, 2022; figures are seasonally adjusted.

Figure 2. Back to Depression-Era Employment Levels for Men.
Percentage of Prime-Age Men Without Paid Work 1965–May 2022
(Prime-Age Men Includes the Civilian Noninstitutional Population Aged 25–54)

Chapter 3

Postwar America’s Great Male
Flight from Work
sS

T

he dramatic drop in employment for American men
over two generations—nearly 10 million fewer jobs for
men twenty–to–sixty-four years of age in 2015 than would
have been expected at 1965 work rates, even after adjusting
for population aging and educational expansion—presents
us with a sort of “dog not barking” riddle. The quiet postwar collapse of male work did not occasion great political
eruption, breakdowns, or convulsions. Nor has the de facto
disappearance of some 10 million able-bodied men from the
paid workforce sparked an acute shortage of workers for the
U.S. economy. (True, American business interests complain
today of the lack of skilled labor with particular qualifications for specific specialized occupations, but this is a cry that
has been sounded for decades.) How do so many millions of
“missing men” disappear from U.S. payrolls today with so
little attendant sociopolitical upheaval? Why has this decimation not commanded attention as a national emergency?
Two big postwar changes in the U.S. labor market help
answer this riddle.
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The first is the historic postwar transformation in the
nature of women’s work. This epic change was not, of course,
peculiar to America. It unfolded in all Westernized industrial
democracies, and elsewhere as well. Before World War II, the
exclusive economic activity for the overwhelming majority
of U.S. women was unpaid labor at home. Today the overwhelming majority of women—including women with young
children—engage in at least some remunerated employment
outside the family. Needless to say, this shift has opened up
new prospects for prosperity, as well as new horizons of
economic independence and autonomy.1
The tremendous expansion of economic opportunities for
U.S. women created a massive new supply of workers in the
postwar economy. The share of women with paid work skyrocketed in every age group and doubled for women between
twenty-five and sixty-four. For women twenty-five–to–fifty-
four, the work rate was 34 percent in 1948; in 2015, it topped
70 percent. In arithmetic terms, this enormous influx of
new workers completely offset the decline in work rates for
prime-age men—and then some (see figure 3.1). Thanks to
the progressive entry of ever-greater proportions of women
into the workforce, overall work rates for every grouping of
Americans between the ages of twenty and sixty-four also
increased substantially between the late 1940s and the late
1990s. Around the late 1990s, however, the escalation of
work rates for U.S. women stalled and, over the past decade
and a half, fell from their all-time highs. Only then did the
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Source: “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” LNU02300026, LNU02300062, LNU00000026, LNU02000026, LNU00000354,
LNU02000354, Bureau of Labor Statistics, retrieved on June 21, 2016, http://data.bls.gov/pdq/querytool.jsp?survey=ln.
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Figure 3.1. Employment-to-Population Ratios for 25–54 Population by Sex
and Both Sexes Combined: United States, 1948–2016 (Seasonally Adjusted)
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overall work rate for U.S. adults begin to register a decline.
For two full generations, the upsurge of employment for
women disguised the steady decline in work for men. It also
changed the complexion of the population not at work. The
prime-age population without paid employment become ever-
more “male” in the decades since 1948—mainly through a
huge rise in the number of prime-age men without jobs (see
figure 3.2). In 1948, men made up a little more than a tenth
of working-age (twenty–to–sixty-four) Americans without
jobs. By 2015, however, they made up nearly two-fifths of
this population.
The second overarching change came in the nature of male
participation in the labor market—or rather, the declining
likelihood of such participation. Postwar America has witnessed a long-term and continuing exodus of working-age
men from the workforce. Ever-greater numbers of working-
age men simply have dropped out—some for a while and
some forever—from the competition for jobs. These men
have established a new and alternative lifestyle to the age-old
male quest for a paying job. Members of this caste can, at
least, expect to scrape by in an employment-free existence,
and membership in the caste is, in an important sense, voluntary. Not only are those in this caste not actively looking
for work, but only a small minority report that they’ve left
the labor force because they cannot find a job (the classic
definition of a “discouraged worker”2).
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Source: “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” Men 20+ LNS12300025, Men 65+ LNU02300199,
Women 20+ LNS15000026, Women 65+ LNU05000354, retrieved on February 12, 2016, Bureau of Labor Statistics, www.bls.gov/data.

Note: “Nonworking” defined as either out of labor force or unemployed

Figure 3.2. Nonworking* U.S. Population, Ages 20–64: Female vs. Male, 1948–Present, in
Millions (Seasonally Unadjusted)
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The growing absence of these men from the productive
economy has not provoked social disorder or other unpleasant
“security and control” issues, precisely because this flight
from work has ostensibly been a willing outmigration. This
mass retreat from the workforce has been possible to ignore
because these men are largely socially invisible and inert,
written off or discounted by society and, perhaps, all too
often, even by themselves.
Until roughly the outbreak of World War II, the overwhelming majority of nonfarm working-age American men
fell into one of two employment categories: working a paid
job or unemployed. There was no “third way” for healthy,
able-bodied males. Life then was much closer to the bone
than today. There were few social guarantees of any sort. The
prospect of being without regular employment filled most
men with dread. To be jobless was to court financial disaster,
and the specter of long-term joblessness was terrifying to
anyone responsible for supporting a family.
In today’s America, by contrast, the taxonomy of employment is no longer so black-and-white. There are now not two
but three possible work categories for civilian, noninstitutionalized working-age men: (1) employed, (2) unemployed
but seeking work, and (3) neither working nor seeking work
(i.e., living outside the labor force altogether).
This “third way” was previously unthinkable as a voluntary option (at least for the self-respecting, and for those
without independent wealth). Today’s no-work life is hardly
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a pathway to economic success, as we shall see. On the
other hand, neither does it consign the growing numbers of
no-work men to a life sentence of destitution and ruin. The
United States today is evidently rich enough to carry, after
a fashion, a growing contingent of working-age men who
subsist without either engaging in or seeking paid employment. In short, a life without work (or the search for work)
has become a viable option for today’s prime-age male—
and ever-greater numbers of them seem to be choosing this
option.
The spread and general social toleration of the workless
lifestyle for men, of course, could not have taken place without a normative sea change as well. An earlier era had terms
for sturdy men who chose to sit on the economic sidelines,
living off the toil or bounty of others. None were kind or
forgiving. I shall touch upon aspects of this great change in
norms and mores later.
The rise of the un-working American man underscores
the antiquated and misleading nature of our major official
measure of labor market health: the so-called unemployment
rate. By that familiar yardstick, the employment situation for
prime-age men in 2015 and early 2016 looks pretty good.
Joblessness for prime-age men in early 2016 was a little over
4 percent. It was lower than for most years over the past
half century and about the same level as in the economic
upswings of the late Kennedy or the mid-Clinton presidencies. Indeed, it was lower than at any point during the long
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Reagan expansion. Further, by the metric of prime-age male
unemployment, the pace of recovery from the “Great Recession” looks to have been more rapid and dynamic than many
recessions in the postwar era.
But the unemployment rate was created in an age when
mass withdrawal of working-age men from the workforce
was inconceivable. Consequently, it takes no account of the
very group that has been growing most rapidly within America’s postwar male working-age population: a group that now
vastly outnumbers those formally unemployed.
Yes, the unemployment rate still has its uses. Administrators, for example, still need to know how many unemployment insurance checks to mail out each month. But it
no longer serves as a reliable predictor for the numbers or
proportions of persons who are not working—or, for that
matter, for those who are working. The relationship between
the work rate and the unemployment rate for prime-age men
has eroded over in the postwar era, and this erosion markedly
accelerated after 1965.
We can better understand how the unemployment rate
became an outdated and increasingly flawed metric if we
trace the flight from work by men over the postwar period.
We can start by looking at this phenomenon within the
prime-age cohort.
Between 1948 and 1965, the absolute number of prime-
age men outside the workforce rose only very slightly, from
935,000 to just under 1.1 million.3 Between 1965 and 2015,
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however, these totals exploded. By 2015, the number of prime-
age inactive men was over 7 million—6.5 times higher than
it had been half a century earlier. In this fifty-year period,
America’s population of un-working prime-age men grew by
almost 3.8 percent per annum. By contrast, the total male
population twenty-five–to–fifty-four years of age roughly
doubled in size, growing on average by 1.3 percent annually over these decades. The slowest growing component of
the prime-age male population was men working or seeking
work. This component expanded by just 75 percent, or by
1.1 percent a year.
For fifty years, in other words, the numbers of prime-age
men neither working nor looking for work has grown more
than three times faster—nearly four times faster—than the
number who are working or looking for work. This same
general trend holds for broader groupings of working-age
men. For men twenty–to–sixty-four, for example, the numbers not in the labor force more than quintupled between
1965 and 2015, soaring from 3 million to 16 million. While
the overall male twenty–to–sixty-four labor force grew by
about 1 percent a year over these decades, the ranks of their
economically inactive counterparts were swelling more than
three times that fast.
The labor force participation rate (LFPR)—job holders
and job seekers relative to the population from which they
are drawn—for prime-age men fell from a monthly average of
96.6 percent in 1965 to just 88.2 percent in 2015. Expressed
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another way, the proportion of economically inactive men
of prime working age leapt from 3.4 percent in 1965 to 11.8
percent in 2015. And for men twenty–to–sixty-four years of
age, LFPRs fell from 92.9 percent to 78.8 percent—meaning
the economically inactive share of prime-age males tripled,
rocketing up from 7 percent to 21 percent. For all men
twenty and older, LFPRs fell from to 83.6 to 71.5 percent.
With either 1967 or 2015 constant population structures,
the decline would have been on the order of nine percentage
points between 1967 and 2015, meaning that close to three-
fourths of this decline was not due to aging effects.
Thanks to this steady, ongoing exodus from the labor
force, the economically inactive have come to eclipse the
unemployed as the main category of men without jobs in
modern America (see figure 3.3). From 1948 through 1965,
there was a rough balance between the numbers of prime-age
men who were out of work but looking for a job and those
out of the labor force altogether, neither working nor seeking work. In fact, the unemployed slightly outnumbered the
un-working. Between January 1948 and December 1965, an
average of eighty-seven prime-age men were not in the labor
force for every one hundred unemployed. Between 1965 and
2015, that balance radically shifted. By 2015, there were on
average three un-working prime-age men for each prime-age
man out of work but looking for a job in any given month. At
no point in the past two decades—not a single month—have
the unemployed exceeded the economically inactive among
America’s prime-age men. Even in the depths of the Great
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Source: “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” LNS13000061, LNU05000061,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, retrieved on June 19, 2015, www.bls.gov/data.

Figure 3.3. Male 25–54 Unemployed vs. Not in Labor Force (NILF):
United States, January 1948–May 2016 (Seasonally Unadjusted)
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Recession (February 2010), more men were completely inactive economically than unemployed and looking for work.4
As already noted, many men not working or seeking work
today are attempting to improve their employability through
adult schooling and training. But work-related education is
hardly the main driver of the ongoing male flight from work.
In 2014 (latest data available) the number of prime-age men
enrolled in some schooling, but not in the workforce, numbered just under eight hundred thousand. In that same year,
the monthly average of prime-age males not in the labor
force was 7.2 million. Such adult part-or full-time students
accounted for less than one in nine economically inactive men
of prime-age. Over 6.4 million prime-age men were neither
engaged in the workforce nor in education in 2014—more
than a tenth of the entire civilian noninstitutional cohort.
As of 2014, America thus had two and a half prime-age
men who were both un-working and not in school for each
one who was jobless but seeking work. It is difficult to make
the precise comparison with 1965, owing to the surprising
difficulty of obtaining employment data for that year for
adults who were both enrolled in school and working at least
part time.5 In 1965 there were roughly 1.1 million civilian
noninstitutional prime-age men outside the labor force but
over seven hundred thousand men in that same age group
reportedly enrolled in schooling. If we assume the same
work rates for prime-age male students applied then as they
apply today—a nontrivial “if”—the average monthly total
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for prime-age economically idle men (known in Britain as
“neither employed nor in education or training” [NEET])
would have amounted to fewer than nine hundred thousand
in 1965. Set that nine hundred thousand yearly total against
a monthly average of the more than eight hundred thousand
jobless who were seeking paid employment. Thus, America’s
ratio of prime-age NEET males to prime-age unemployed
males may have tilted from rough parity in 1965 to something more on the order of 2.5:1 in a half century.
Accordingly, more than eight times as many prime-age
men were economically inactive and not pursuing education
in 2014 than in 1965. Over those same years, the share of
such more or less wholly economically idle prime-age men
would have nearly quadrupled to over a tenth of the entire
cohort.
For the broader twenty–to–sixty-four grouping, the trends
would be similar. By our rough estimates and assumptions,
in 1965 one man out of twenty-two in the corresponding
civilian noninstitutional population was economically inactive and also not in school. For 2014, the figure was more
than one man in seven. The men of conventional working age
who had made a full or near-full retreat from the workforce
would have been six and a half times greater in 2014 than in
1965. This NEET group grew nearly three times faster than
the civilian working-age male population and well over three
times faster than the male working-age labor force.6
One final aspect of the U.S. postwar male flight from
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work merits mention here: its relentless intergenerational
momentum. It is not just that LFPRs have deteriorated for
certain age groups or specific periods. Rather, the process
has progressively depressed every successive rising cohort’s
LFPRs over the course of the prime working ages (see figure 3.4). (This chart comes from a 2016 study on declining
prime-age male LFPRs by the president’s Council of Economic Advisors [CEA], one of the few research groups in
America today to devote such attention to that problem.)
Figure 3.4 traces U.S. LFPRs over the course of the primeage working years for men born each successive decade from
the 1930s onward. On average, a man seems less likely to be
in the labor force than his older brother, who in turn is less
likely to be in the workforce than his father, or his father’s
older brother.
This chart highlights a seemingly inexorable male detachment from the workforce and work—a detachment that is
transforming our society, our economy, and American men
themselves. It is a detachment that has proceeded apace in
good times and bad.
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Source: “The Long-Term Decline in Prime-Age Male Labor Force Participation,” Council of Economic Advisers, retrieved on July 27, 2016. Original source is
Current Population Survey (Annual Social and Economic Supplement), CEA Calculations, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Figure 3.4. Prime-Age Male Labor Force Participation over the Life Cycle
by Birth Cohort

